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WiSPER INTRODUCTION

WiSPER is an innovative, secure messaging product designed and developed in Canada. It is 

crafted with precision to reinforce your privacy against eavesdroppers, online surveillance, and 

circumvents censorship. 

 

It protects your private conversations by utilizing verifiable cryptographic opensource libraries 

featuring OMEMO encryption combined with WiSPER secret ingredients and AES 256 bits 

encryption over XMPP to ensure your privacy is always protected and in your control.  

 

WiSPER is the World's first secure chat product equipped with the latest defense technology 

to prevent domain names hijacking and DDOS attacks. WiSPER is also the first of its kind built 

based on a zero-backdoor architecture. That means nobody (including us) can push a software 

update onto the client devices. It is coded on the OS level to prevent WiSPER from receiving any 

malicious software that jeopardizes the end-users' security and privacy.   

 

When using WiSPER, you can rest your data is safely stored as small pieces on private clouds 

and distributed by a decentralized server system, namely WiSNET,  explicitly built to deliver 

WiSPER chat traffic. WiSNET operates 100% on a private virtual cloud environment to ensure 

no physical servers to shut down or raided. If forced, there is no useful data to turnover.



WiSFONE
Custom tailored hardware

WiSDROID
Customized Android 9.0

WiSNET
Private content delivery network

WiSPER
Secure chat application

WiSSYS
WiSSYS is a complete turnkey secure chat solution designed as a zero weak-link system featuring four key modules 

required to deliver private conversations over the public internet securely. Each module is developed by one of our in house 

isolated engineering teams with specialized domain experts to ensure the highest quality of craft and maximum product 

security. The modules linked through a set of well-defined secure API structures and made ready for future expansions.



WiSFONE
WiSFONE is a high-quality custom made handset with a hand-picked hardware configuration built 

to protect end-users' privacy and anonymity. WiSFONE designed to disguise as a typical Android 

phone to remain inconspicuous and equipped with a built-in secure operation mode to enable private 

communications through the WiSPER chat application.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES FOR WiSFONE

Design in Canada

HAREWARE SPECIFICATIONS

CPU MTK6763 Octa Core 2.0GHz

6GB Random access memory (RAM)
RAM

4800mAh capacity (30 days standby hours)

64GB Read only memory (ROM)

Rear Camera 16.0MP + 0.3MP (Front Camera Disabled)

6.0" FHD+ 2160 x 1080 pixels with minimum bezel display
SIM

1

SIM
2 Dual Nano SIMs with registered IMEI numbers

Input 100V AC - 240V AC to 9V-2A DC Fast charge support

Gravity, Light, Proximity, Gyroscope & Compass Sensors

Support most major 3G/4G LTE Global bands

Disabled and masked front camera Alloy body frame Designed in CanadaCustom ruggedized caseAnti-peeping screen protector



WiSDROID
WiSDROID is a custom trimmed down version of the Android 9.0 opensource operating system. 

It fine-tuned and incorporated with a proprietary smart firewall to control web traffic, manage 

third-party app installations, and block malicious software from running on the network. WiSDROID 

provides an isolated, safe environment for the WiSPER and third-parties approved chat applications.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES FOR WiSDROID

Custom Phone Dialer Disabled M-EAS Hide private appsRandomized Wi-Fi MACCustom SMS App Auto IMEI rotation   

MAIN FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

Secret chat operation modes

Retained the native Android look & feel

Access WiSPER via keypad using PIN

Grant full root privileges to WiSPER

Removed all unnecessary system services

Removed drivers for GPS, USB and Bluetooth modules

Blocked all untrusted inbound & outbound IP traffic

Blocked all incoming GSM calls and SMS

Disabled OTA updates (no updates = no backdoors)

Detached from Google Services



WiSPER

WiSPER developed to operate in harmony with the WiSSYS echo system to provide a dependable, 

secure communication service. The WiSPER UI is designed to works similarly with popular  

messaging apps such as Messenger, WhatsApp & Viber. We have perfected WiSPER with many 

rounds of software releases to ensure technical glitches are flushed out and known security issues resolved.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES FOR WiSPER

Shake WiSFONE to log out Real-time currency converter Third-party alike chat themesMulti-languages translationSymbolized text masking

MAIN FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

Run as an Android system service hidden from view.

Access WiSPER by dialing a PIN via the phone keypad.      

Support unlimited 1-on-1 private, group and incognito group chats.

Custom notification tones and data burn time for each chat.

Custom alert tones when favorites contacts come online or get offline.

Emergency quick data wipe by a dialing a wipe PIN via the phone keypad.

Emergency SOS wipes out chat data and alert designated SOS contacts.

Built in Private Data Vault to store personal memos, photos and videos.

Emergency exit WiSPER by pressing the power button.

Easy service activation or account recovery by dialing a voucher code.



WiSNET

WiSNET is a proprietary decentralized content delivery system designed with over 1000+ virtual 

micro-servers to deliver WiSPER chat traffic securely. Our technology enables WiSPER services to 

move dynamically between our private clouds and ensure user data does not reside at any location 

for more than 24 hours. Each node operates autonomously and guarantees 99.9999% uptime.
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Anti-DDOS attacks Users are isolated by proxies All proxies use dynamic IPsNo domain names (DNS) use

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES FOR WiSNET

Anti-traffic profiling



UNIQUE SAFETY FEATURES

WiSPER equipped with all standard features that you would expect from a secured messaging product such as 

end-to-end encrypted messages, encrypted data storage, and transport payload encryption to ensure end-to-end 

confidentiality of the data transferred between the client and the server. WiSPER seeks to protect the client's security 

and privacy beyond the encryption layers by applying new innovative approaches to protect our clients further.

SMART IMEI ROTATIONS
WiSPER dynamically utilizes two SIMs cards to achieve data 

load balancing and network redundancy. Each SIM card slot has a 

unique certified IMEI number, thus switching the SIM connections 

inevitably changes IMEI numbers. As a result, WiSPER disrupts any 

IMEI tracking on the cell network to protect the user's identity.

RANDOMIZED CONNECTION PATTERNS
WiSPER is has employed a smart connection algorithm designed 

to dynamically disconnect from the nearby cell towers to ensure 

it has a random unique connection pattern compared with the  

client's regular devices. Therefore, data tracking on the cell the 

network will not jeopardize the client's anonymity and privacy.

ZERO PHYSICAL SERVER INFASTRUCTURE
WiSNET employed over 1,000  virtual micro servers hosting globally 

on private clouds. Each virtual server designed to serve a small 

number of users to minimize liability and set to self-destruct after 

24 hours. If forced, there is no data to turn over and no physical 

servers to be raided or shut down.

ZERO BACKDOOR ARCHITECTURE
WiSPER designed without any backdoor. It cannot receive  

OTA automatic updates as it is a backdoor allowing both good 

and malicious software to enter the system. Therefore, nobody 

(including us) can push a software update into the client devices 

to weaken or break down security structure.



PROPIETARY SECURITY

We have spared no expense in building WiSPER to protect our client's security and privacy. We're working around the 

clock to output a stream of amazing security features and keep up with technology's fast-moving pace. Patents protect 

our inventions, and we have allocated a sufficient budget to defend and secure our intellectual properties. Below are 

just some of our innovative patent-pending security features deployed on WiSPER.

CONVERSATION SECURITY

ANTI DDOS AND DNS ATTACKS SYMBOLIZED MESSAGE MASKINGS

SNATCH & EMERGENCY LOGOUT
WiSPER has improved the overall conversation security by 

fragmenting the messages into word-chunks before encryption. 

The word-chunks are ID'd and sent to multiple servers for delivery. 

To decode the entire message, all word-chunks must be  

reassembled sequentially to understand the conversation.

WiSNET designed to operate without the use of any DNS and 

static IP addresses. When a server is blocked or attacked, it will 

reboot to get a new dynamic IP and recover autonomously. 

WiSNET employed a federated microservices architecture to 

improve security, scalability, and resilience to server attacks.

WiSPER protects your onscreen messages from the curious 

eyes by applying on a symbolized text-mask to conceal your 

onscreen words in plain sight. This feature is proprietarily 

deployed for WiSPER to improve message privacy and lay low 

when using WiSPER in the public.

WiSPER continuously detecting for sudden movements such as 

when someone snatches WiSPER off your hand and run away, it 

will immediately log out of the system to protect your privacy.  

You can also log out of WiSPER quickly in an emergency by 

shaking WiSFONE twice. 



PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

At WiSPER, we are very focused on what we do best to provide an innovative, secure product that delivers on every 

promise that we have made. A professional team builds our products with extensive experience in developing security 

products. We listen to our customers, learn from the competition's mistakes, and create a fantastic product portfolio to 

remedy real-life pain points to give our clients peace of mind when using our products.

WiSPER SOLO

WiSPER SOLO is a dedicated secure chat product restricted to 

communications only between WiSPER clients and whitelisted 

networks. WiSPER is available in the following deployments:

WiSPER ME is a turnkey product hosted and managed by 

us. It is recommended for and personal and small business use.

WiSPER PAAS is a complete WiSSYS software solution deployed 

on the client's onsite server infrastructure and manages by their 

engineering team.  It is a product recommended for organizations 

and government agencies obligated to comply with local regulatory 

and security requirements.

WiSPER SAAS is a complete WiSSYS software solution hosted 

on a separate partition on WiSNET and professionally managed 

by a  dedicated team. It is an ideal product suitable for businesses 

and organizations with more than 50 users.

WiSPER COMBO

WiSPER COMBO is a secure chat product containing all of the 

features found in WiSPER SOLO. It also supports multiple third-party 

reliable chat services within WiSFONE. for added convenience. 

These services have been thoroughly selected and screened for 

safety issues by our in-house security experts. They are operating 

independently within a dedicated environment to isolate and prevent 

crossed security vulnerabilities among each other. The following are 

approved third-party chat services:

Signal Wire Silent Phone Telegram Silence

Coverme Surespot Wickr Me Whatsapp Viber



IMGUARD PTE. LTD. 

531A Upper Cross Street | #4-98 Hong Lim Complex 

Singapore 051531 | www.wisperme.com | Tel: +65 3159 3333

CONTACT US

Reseller Programs 
resells@wisperme.com

Sales & Marketing 
sales@wisperme.com

Legal Enquiries 
legal@wisperme.com

Technical support 
support@wisperme.com

General enquiries 
info@wisperme.com

ABOUT US

We're a private international company domiciled and headquartered in Singapore. We operate our business from multiple offices within 

Canada, United Kingdom, South Africa, Singapore and, Thailand.  We have been successfully providing world-class custom software solutions 

and security technology to companies globally for the past 20 years. During our career, we have invented many innovative technologies resulting 

in numerous patent grants. Our past and existing clients include some of the most private conglomerate corporations. We work around the 

clock to ensure that the time zone difference does not hinder your business operation.  We treat every client with the utmost care, take great 

pride in our superior product, and committed to going above and beyond for our clients. We genuinely believe in the notion of a company is only 

as good its people. Hence, we take recruitment very seriously and have hired some of the most sought-after Software Engineers in the world. 

Our team consists of over 100 well-qualified and distinguished engineers, and each one is equally committed to serving you. 

WiSPER ME is sold through our reseller channels. Please contact us for a reseller near you. Thank you!


